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Abstract: Dynamic on-demand service has become the crucial part in cloud computing according to the user’s
requirements. Cloud storage is clearly the top choice for archiving media assets, by choosing the public cloud for
active, deep archive needs. Video on demand, media distribution system in cloud allowing users to access video,
facilitating immediate download and view of data without traditional video playback devices. On demand service
of video requires infrastructure resources to handle large load fluctuations. Major challenges of video demand
services are delays in simultaneous video uploading, processing, accessing and traffic caused by exhaust services.
Also, there are concerns over the security of assets stored in a public cloud remains. In this paper, an ample analysis
is presented on file storage encompassing fragmentation, compression, encryption security concerns in cloud
storage and access. The limitations in the existing is also provided and hence outlined the research direction
towards an efficient storage mechanism with a secured access providing a reliable media data transmission between
data owner and users in public cloud environment.
Keywords: Video on Demand, Fragmentation, Compression, Encryption.
1.

Introduction

Cloud computing is the on demand availability of computer system resources to the users without their direct
management. It provides network access, resource pooling, elasticity, on demand self-service and measured service
(pay per usage cost). All these services are provided by cloud service platform through the internet to the users.
Cloud service providers contains storage servers, database servers providing infrastructure as a service by
comprising virtualization. Cloud also offers platform as a service facility through web servers and software as a
service via application interfaces. Through this web application interface the clients upload their data to store it in
the remote servers of the cloud provider after successful authentication process. Advanced automation techniques
are used to fulfill the requests of customers who procure cloud services. Agility is the key advantage of the
abundance of cloud services.
Cloud implementation are generally classified into public cloud, private cloud and hybrid cloud. Customers
gain access to hardware and software with the subscription based fee in the public cloud. Today IT businesses
prefers a multi cloud approach, which uses more than one public cloud service. Though public clouds had proved
themselves as less susceptible to attack, objections to the public cloud begins with cloud security. Integration of
security policies and identity access management between customers and public cloud providers are the major
concern. File storage and maintenance cost burden are controlled in the IT sectors and organizations with the help
of cloud storage. Benefits of cloud storage are less storage cost, enlarged operational flexibility and optimized
backup infrastructure.
1.1. Motivation
Video on demand, a broadband streaming service can be adopted using the increased internet traffic to
distribute the video contents in a huge quantity over the network. This allows the users to stream the recorded
video content provided by video media distribution system. Multimedia contents including video and audio file
which are huge in volume are stored in a centralized cloud data center. Network caching can mitigate the flooded
multimedia traffic growth called congestion and disruption of service. Public cloud storage offers media and
entertainment organizations even greater benefits, such as additional cost savings, collaborative creative workflows
that know no geographic limit and easy access to artificial intelligence and machine learning based tools in the
cloud that can make stored media assets easier to search and thus more valuable.
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1.2. Goal and Contributions
The survey aims to graph the research on storage services provided by public cloud environment for multimedia
file, an unstructured data having high dimensionalities. Future direction is to provide security for those media files
storage and access in cloud platform. In order to achieve it, a survey has been done on various whitepapers related
to storage, security and retrieval techniques. The main contributions of this paper are comprehensive investigation
on storage methods in cloud, including fragmentation, segmentation and compression of video files, security
challenges preserving privacy on data for efficient storage mechanism and accessing.
2.

Related Works

Miguel Santiago-Duran, et. al, [1] presented a software pipelined systems for processing huge volume of data
which are condensed into large virtual containers using parallel pattern and memory storage. A capsule of five
gears such as, LZ4 for compression, AES to encrypt the data, SHA3 – 256 to calculate hash value verifying
integrity of received content, IDA to split the data into multiple segments & disperse and CURL which send content
to cloud through Http stream; are encapsulated to the software pipelined collaborative system. Though this capsule
container tool produce uniform velocities in processing data, reliability, resilience and load balancing are to be
improved.
Zhao Y, et. al.,[2] surveyed data mining techniques to preserve privacy and proposed a Privacy Preserving
Tensor based Multiple Clustering(PPTMC) technique in order to protect privacy of user while creating multiple
clusters on cloud. PPTMC, an analytics and service based framework was proposed to collect data from
cyberspace, physical space and social space to perform data object tensorizatrion in the data plane. Feature
extraction and multiple clustering’s are done in the analytic plane which is being serviced by service plane. A
perturbation technique is also used for preserving privacy. This framework generated the encrypted clusters in the
public cloud by calculating secure weighted tensor distance based on secure attribute weight ranking. Though the
performance was less operative in high dimensional data
Anejionu, Obinna CD, et. al., [3] proposed a urban data system on spatial data, which is a medium scaled
geospatial bigdata system for integrating and processing the data which are spatially activated, by monitoring and
comparing the urban area performances to facilitate the intra city dynamics understanding. Components of the
system include ETL feature manipulation engine, postgress SQL for processing and analyzing spatial data, web
visualization, and cloud based data warehouses such as snowflake, EU to store the content protectively with
recoverable facility with the combination of Kerberos authentication providing security. The Strava dataset, a small
area dataset of cycling, running and walking activities are uploaded to this automated system for processing,
analyzing and visualization outputs through API.
Amazon web services [4] provides many different services such as compute, storage, database, developer tools,
networking, security, identity & compliance, media services, application integration, etc., so as to provide the
customer as pay per usage concepts. Amazon s3 is the serverless storage service predominantly used for object file
storage in a bucket. Whereas amazon EC2 is a server based computation service providing secure, scalable compute
capacity in cloud. Optimized storage service for media files are done by AWS elemental media store. AWS
snowball service is to provide transportation of data in petabyte scale using secure application. Amazon cloud
permits the customers to build a flexible cloud directory and cloud-native directories to store and organize the data
hierarchically in multiple dimensions. Though amazon provide plenty of services, they sets default limits on
resources varying from region to region.
Nasuni [5] presents a Global File System (GFS) for storing unstructured data as a object storage which provides
a collaborate file across multiple sites, NAS and remote office file servers. Object storage uses the approach of
Write Once Read Many (WORM) so as to prevent erasure. GFS unlocks the potential of object storage compared
to file storage use cases such as archiving, data center and multi-site file collaboration. Benefits of object storage
are low egress cost, high performance file access, familiar hierarchical folder structure, application compatibility.
Though it limits to offer native data protection.
Goli-Malekabadi Z; et. al., [6] deployed a model based on NoSQL databases, the Document-based databases
Cloud storage for storing the healthcare data to afford high scalability, availability and quick retrieval of complex
unstructured data. Document based database performs write operation in write once and read many approach of
different sizes. This database SQL server uses indexing techniques for fast query processing and retrieval.
Document based database includes shard feature which increases the data recovery operation speed but slows down
the write operation.
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Becker, et. al.,[7] performed cloud based object storage of images so as to provide elastic storage at low cost
using techniques such as Meta Raster Format (MRF) and Limited Error Raster Compression (LERC), a lossy
compression algorithm utilizing few cpu cycle for compression and decompression. Geospatial images are stored
in MRF format, a high performance web tile service storage format which splits the rater dataset into three files
such as metadata file, data file and index file. Those compressed images are transmitted as blocks of pixel to client
application including the checksum providing integrity. The delay between the client request and cloud service
provider response tried to reduce but had a greater latency for data access.
Mehdi Sookhak, et. al.,[8] implemented a data storage scheme, Remote Data Checking (RDC) with divide and
conquer tables data structure in order to authenticate the data integrity of outsourced information with algebraic
signature properties. This scheme was developed to allow the users to update the block dynamically on the verifier
and server auditing large scale files. This method has setup phase, challenge and response, and verification
detecting the misbehavior of cloud service provider such as replay attack by integrity verification of the outsourced
data. This single server auditing method detects the data corruption overcoming the data recovery capability.
Hitachi Vantara [9] illustrated how technologies leveraged to drive business, managing large volume of data
and insight of business drive with Hitachi vantara pentaho platform. Raw data has been staged in Apache Hadoop
distribution, a framework for high volume unstructured data processing across distributed file system. Hitachi has
made their data available in amazon redshift, which performs Extract transform and load (ETL) operation on big
data, including map reduce technique via Hive data warehouse layer and orchestrated data using pentaho data
integration.
Renny shen [10] illustrates the solution provided by f5 to build a flexible cloud storage model for cloud, using
existing capacity rather than purchasing it. Object based storage platform with a global namespace is used to
integrate storage capacity and also provides a storage gateway to enable the movement of files to the cloud, an
automated storage tiering. To establish flexible cloud storage model, file virtualization solution is used so-called
ARX cloud extender, a software which is installed in the windows based web server. This provides file access on
private or public cloud and translate file access to suitable web service application protocol interface.
Zheng Xu, et. al.,[11] implemented front + back pattern to address the redundant structure of public security
information system. This method provides a storage environment to perform mining operation and semantic
analysis. Videos captured in video surveillance system are divided into parts by considering time as the key factor;
transferred to data center at back for complex computation in a unified standard format where it is being stored in
a distributed file systems. Map reduce, spark, storm, virtualization are involved in distributed processing model
performing content analysis, semantic modelling & reasoning and complex data analytics.
Xuan Chen[12] adopted the concept of fragmentation combined with selective encryption, a light weight
encryption approach based on AES to selectively protect the social photo sharing in the current social big data
knowledge system. A social media image is mapped into different spaces and transformed image is fragmented
into two parts; where one is randomly selected, encrypted and stored in one platform as a protected small fragment.
Other fragment i.e., public large fragment is stored in other social platform. At the destination side, protected small
fragment and public large fragment from different platforms are decrypted and mapped, defragmented to form the
social image which does not support for multiple party communication.
Jegadeeswari S et. al., [13] proposed dynamic bloom filtering hashing technique, a cloud based data storage
technique to protect the outsourced chunked data from the attackers or unauthorized ones. Data fragmentation
model performs horizontal and vertical fragmentation based on key and non-key attributes so as to identify the
confidentiality of attributes such as high, medium or low. Bloom filter data structure stores the sensitive fragment
securely using hash function in a dynamic hashing scheme and performs mapping for retrieval access by user. The
author has focused more on fragmentation, storing and accessing. But the author has not concentrated in providing
security (i.e. encryption) of those fragmented data which may lead to unauthorized access.
Tseng-Yi Chen, et. al.,[14] implemented multigrained block management strategy over a Phase change memory
(PCM) based storage system to resolve the issues raised during fragmentation of file system. A sub block
management is performed with the stack structure to manage multiple size blocks of each file and thus enhanced
space utilization of inode-based file system. Internal fragmentation is performed to form sub blocks of fixed size
which are stacked by dynamic inode allocation, maintaining dynamic allocation status, compaction and space
reclamation of inode in the inode translation table so as to resolve external fragmentation but has not addressed the
continuous space allocation.
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Muhammad Haroon et. al.,[15] proposed Bag of visual words (BoVW) framework to detect the boundary
between the shots and scene. Vector of Linearly Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) is used to slice the videos into
shots for further indexing and searching. Entropy differences are computed to detect shot boundary, where the key
frames are selected based on the larger entropy. Detected key points are represented as key descriptors which is a
time consuming factor. Two alike key point descriptors which are distorting are assigned with different visual
words and feature quantization are performed. Sum of the difference between outstanding descriptors are computed
with visual words and concatenated into single vector in VLAD model; but there was less accuracy obtained in
shot boundary detection.
Liang Zhao, et. al., [16] performed segmentation on moving objects by computing moving vector interpolation
for intra coded prediction unit, preprocessing the vectors, clustering the blocks of non-zero moving vectors using
connectivity component labelling. Person-vehicle classification is also implemented in two phases. Bag of spatio
temporal HEVC syntax words are trained to the model in training phase. In testing phase, spatio-temporal
information are extracted to get feature descriptors. Though the proposed model suffers to distinguish moving
persons and vehicles in a frame.
Jiangyun Li, et. al., [17] proposed a semantic video segmentation model so as to strengthen inter frame and
intra frame features for segmentation prediction. The interframe features of same objects are enhanced across
adjacent frames to predict the temporal consistency using adjacent attention module. Feature correlations are
modeled in spatial attention module which aggregates features of interframe within single instance to predict the
spatial consistency. Upsampling operations were complex to optimize the boundary.
Yang Yu, et. al.,[18] addressed the pedestrian video segmentation method by constructing spatio temporal
graph cut segmentation framework. Temporal correspondence of boundary box sequence of pedestrian are
provided by optimal transportation minimization framework. Edge sticky superpixel (ESS) maintains the spatial
consistency of object boundary and reduce redundancies to preserve boundaries. Though ESS are equality sized,
it lacks the ability to handle occlusions.
Abir Jaafar Hussain, et. al.,[19] surveyed on eradicating temporal redundancies in video sequences and fast
block matching algorithm for video compression, a motion compensation predictive coding. Author studied
dividing video into a set of non-overlapped macro blocks which is then compared with the search area to find the
best match macroblock. Full search is done with same resolution of predicted frames in lossless block matching.
Whereas less quality is achieved with reduced time complexity in lossy block matching algorithm compression
technique.
Ratnajit Mukherjee, et. al.,[20] encoded dynamic scene range by perceptual transfer function using uniform
color opponent space. In encoding, range of input pixel values are mapped to a range of output code values.
Logarithmic transfer function adapted to encode whole range of visible luminance into n-bit code value. Threshold
vs intensity function is derived based on the boundaries for intensity channel encoding but the quantization errors
are not reduced.
Mariana Afonso, et. al.,[21] proposed a framework on spatio-temporal resolution adapted video compression
involving integration of spatial and temporal adaption, computing features from unencoded input video frames in
Quantization resolution Module determining optimal resolutions to encode the frames. For resolution upscaling
and frame repetition at decoder, CNN based on super resolution model is constructed which is having high
complexity for spatio-temporal resampling.
Zhibo Chen, et. al.,[22] modeled Pixel Motion CNN (PMCNN) to perform spatio temporal coherence by
predictive coding, iterative analysis and binarization which are jointly optimized in the training phase. Exploiting
invariance between adjacent frames, allocating different bits to different blocks are involved in temporally
progressive coding in testing phase. Performance is less achieved as the entropy coding was not implemented.
Voundi Koe Arthur sandor, et. al., [23] decentralized the multi authority attribute, solving key escrow problem
using decisional bilinear diffi-hellman assumption in mobile cloud data storage by removing the central authority
without using and global identity of user. Speed of encryption and decryption, minimum computation overhead
were achieved among user and multiple attribute authorities. It has been implemented based on complete trust on
data owner which might lead to security concerns.
Hassan Elkamchouchi, et. al.,[24] used VCMAB, substitution method for encrypting and VCMTH,
permutation method to perform shuffling of different block sizes, involving RGB colour channel swapping based
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on key, Mpeg-2 compression, Scrambling of blocks based on preselected frame, XORing with the previous
encrypted frames; thus generated keystreams for video frame encryption by achieving confusion and diffusion.
These chaotic algorithms are more sensitive to cropping attacks as indicated by low PSNR value and slight
variations in decrypting key may result a corrupted video.
Yao-Tang Changa, et. al.,[25] proposed Chaos/Binary mapping Algorithm (CBmA) to protect the video content
during transmission on the basis of PSNR degradation by implementing parsing the codestream, shuffling and
scrambling the optical wavelength which is controlled by Arrayed Waveguide grating (AWG) and optical switch
matrix to dynamically change optical wavelength of authorized users. This lead to a substantial drop in PSNR
value in transmission which made unidentifiable by unauthorized users.
YiqiTew, et. al.,[26] implemented a two-level authentication scheme which combine encryption and
authentication on a compressed video with syntax element set representing the authentication code generation
information on each sliced video embedded to it so as to detect the tampered one. This joint scheme is able to
distort the video quality which can be restored back to original HEVC format achieving confidentiality by
performing perceptual masking and thus verifying the integrity of video. Introduced distortion makes outline
noticeable when sign bit in luminance channel is randomized which might lead to compromised by adversary to
manipulate the slice.
Shouxin Zong, et. al.,[27] proposed an analog transmission scheme, softcast to provide video quality
degradation by unequal allocation of power among chunk. Original signal reconstructed without metadata at the
receiver end based on the chunk based blind elimination method which tried to eliminate cliff effect without using
power scaling factor, though there was occurrence of distortion. Although small chunks achieved less performance
resulting in less noise suppression due to bandwidth and power loss.
Jonathan Kua, et. al., [28] deployed adaptive chunklets(technique dividing DASH video chunk HTTP request
range) instead of fixed chunklet so as to reduce the bandwidth with the combination of Flow Queue-Controlled
Delay (FQ-CoDel) which maximizes the quality of experience in the presence of cross traffic in the DASH systems.
This method mitigates delay spikes, building queue, loss of packets in latency sensitive flow with flow isolation,
prioritizing traffic for VoIP having low bitrate flow.
Kun He, et. al.,[29] implemented an autonomous update Key Policy ABE (KP-ABE) to allow users to have
dynamic membership update or revoke or regenerate their keys separately without making all group members to
be involved in it so as to provide flexible authentication and effectual authorization for VoD services. Computation
cost is high as the private keys cannot be regenerated for registered users without accomplishing revoking and
updating.
Minseok choi, et. al., [30] proposed a technique to make decision on the receiving chunk size dynamically
using lyapunov optimization. Caching node decisions are done using markov decision process at the receiver end
to obtain the desired file. This decision processes are made to provide high video quality by maximizing streaming
quality with reduced delay. Dynamic video delivery has been addressed for wireless caching networks in two
different timescales considering mobility of user but limits to playback latency which is the queuing delay.
White paper on Alibaba cloud [31] implemented a cloud based video surveillance solution in different modules
with high complexity and account access key verification for accessing directly the OSS. Server load balancer in
the Video storage module is used to upload the video streams with an uplink bandwidth in GB range to ECS
instances where the segmented videos are stored as object in a distributed manner. Video viewing module submits
the received request from user to the server, performs device verification, searches the index of video and retrieves
it. Management services such as user information management, device management and user verification are
performed by system management module.
Angelo furfaro et. al., [32] has simulated the bandwidth flooding attacks handled by the hybrid filter mechanism
developed involving differentiated service policies integrated with stopIt technique exploiting network filters on
routers. An alerts has been sent by the router to the server when the traffic flow exceeds bandwidth and looks for
malicious sources by log monitoring but it is not realistic to large scale topology having more response time thus
decrease in performance occurred.
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3.

Problem Formulation

Considering storage design aspects studied in related works, the problem statement has been formulated using
the model aiming to address the issues faced by media files while storing in public cloud environment and security
issues. This model tries to overcome the network resource, bandwidth exhaustion while storing and retrieving the
video content to/from the cloud.
4.

System Model

Objective of the proposed system is to develop an efficient mechanism for storing video files in the public
cloud environment. It is to be served for the cloud users on demand basis with reduced latency, less time
complexity, high security and accuracy. Data owner initializes the service level agreement with the cloud service
provider. Service provider sends the final SLA generated to data owner based on the clients’ requirements and
provides the service accessibility. Through the web application interface, the Data owner uploads the huge volume
of video files to the cloud server. Here the media contents are being fragmented based size and produces fragments
(also called chunks). Those fragments are then compressed and encrypted to secure the media. Those encrypted
files are outsourced with key to store it in the remote servers cloud service provider as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Workflow Diagram of System Model
Fragmentation is performed on the inputted video data to produce the chunks. This can be done in two ways,
horizontal fragmentation and vertical fragmentation considering the size and time length as key parameter. These
chunks are then encoded using the compression techniques involved with the combination of motion estimation of
the frames. There are several compression techniques available, such as Particle swarm optimization, block
matching using Discrete cosine transform (DCT) and Discrete wavelet transform (DCT), Principal component
analysis, CNN based super resolution, vector quantization, entropy encoding and so on. Considering the time
complexity an efficient encoding method is performed on those fragmented chunks to produce encoded stream.
There are several encryption techniques such as full layered encryption, scrambling based encryption, selective
encryption, perceptual encryption, chaotic based encryption, shifting and region permutation. After identifying the
best encryption method, those highly lossless compressed chunks are then encrypted with less computation time
and high efficiency. These encrypted chunks are then outsourced to the cloud service provider for on demand
access.
Video data service provider shares the public key to the data owner for the storage; whereas data user sends a
request for video content access to the service provider. Video on demand data provider validates, authorizes and
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provides an authenticated key to the requested users so providing video content delivery on demand basis with
high security, accuracy and fast access.
5.

Conclusion

This paper presents a comprehensive study on secure and efficient data storage mechanism in public cloud
environment. A video content management system is designed to upload a massive volume of video data to the
cloud environment by fragmenting, compressing, converting the video files into appropriate bit rate, frame rate
and resolution in order to make video file available for quality access with the combination of efficient encryption
and security algorithms considering time complexity, computation complexity and latency.
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